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Agenda

1. Why do we need evaluation?

2. The basics of our evaluation.

3. Customer specifics

● Building a corpus for Bechtle AG

● Building  a corpus for a German health insurance company

4. How to communicate.
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Why do we need evaluation? - An example



(before)

Why do we need evaluation? - An example

(after introducing stemming)
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Our way to evaluate in general

● Define examples of search queries and (ideally) all desirable results
● whenever a change has been made to the search configuration:

○ evaluate by means of these examples

Current search 
results

Desirable results



Our way to evaluate in general

● Define examples of search queries and (ideally) all desirable results
● whenever a change has been made to the search configuration:

○ evaluate by means of these examples

Search Query: “macbook”



MAP (mean average precision)

puts emphasis on higher ranked results
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Building a corpus for Bechtle AG

use the available search to get potential results

use a hyper-sensitive search (plus augmented queries) to get a near complete candidate list



Building a corpus for a German health insurance company (HIC)

● Intranet search for different user groups 



HIC: Goldstandard-based evaluation

Clustering

● Problem: many different variants of similar queries

● Solution: measuring distances and clustering of all queries in multi-dimensional 

vector space

"anforderung original-unterlagen",

"original unterlagen anfordern",

"anforderung originalunterlagen",

"angeforderte originalunterlagen",

"original-unterlagen anfordern",

"original-unterlagen anfordernden",

"anforderung von originalunterlagen"



HIC: Goldstandard-based evaluation

Query selection

● Goal: heterogeneous mix of queries

● Assuring heterogeneity by including queries:

○ from different topics

○ which include special characters

○ whose token number differs

○ where synonyms, decomposition and/or  

stemming are necessary



HIC: Goldstandard-based evaluation

Obtain (all) desirable results for each query

● Goal: too many results 

● query search index with query variants

Current search 
results

Desirable 
results

possibly relevant results



HIC: Goldstandard-based evaluation

Query Enrichment

● Goal: too many results 

● query search index 

with query variants



HIC: Goldstandard-based evaluation

Discard irrelevant search results

● Goal: Goldstandard corpus of (all) relevant results to each query

● Users decide about relevance of search result
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How to communicate

Decision makers
Report overall progress 
and enable permanent 
quality control

90% 
99% 

110% 



Developers
To be able to reproduce issues, 
make them visible

How to communicate



Data Scientists
Identify issues on a broader scale 
and compare possible solutions

How to communicate



A flawed goldstandard is better than none

Perfectionism can paralyze you



A flawed goldstandard is better than none

Complete result list for many queries? 



A flawed goldstandard is better than none

There is no single correct ranking



A flawed goldstandard is better than none

a goldstandard can be iteratively improved upon 



A flawed goldstandard is better than none

Perfectionism can paralyze you

There is no one right answer to a query

There is no one right ranking of a search result

All metrics are somewhat flawed

The actual biggest advantage is: A goldstandard is a great dev-tool
It shows you when you broke your system


